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WorkshopWorkshopWorkshop 

This summer Livable® Platform organizes 
a 5-day workshop on concept, design and 
visualization.

Together with designer sep Verboom and photographer Aaron 
Lapeirre, we will work on the perception of “Isolation”. Can we take 
advantage of insulation? Can we create a dialogue between the 
environment and ourselves?

We reflect on contemporary social change and develop a concept using 
a hands-on approach. After a short introduction, we explore different 
methods with rattan materials to get from concept to creation.
 
parallel to creation is the aspect of visualization. how do we visualize 
this process? how do we visualize these interactions with the world 
around us?
 
These experiences are intended to support your creative process both 
in conceptual thinking and in terms of portfolio. You will be assisted 
throughout the process, you will think about the concept and how to 
visually present this concept in a coherent way.

The workshop is open to both students and recent graduates.
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Aaron Lapeirre 
Master in Photography at KASK Ghent, Bachelor in Product 
Design at howest

Sep Verboom 
Livable designer, specialized in sustainable development

AAron & sep AAron & sep AAron & sep

Both speak from a wide portfolio of projects, reports and exhibitions across the continental borders.

Sep and Aaron have been working together for years to find the balance between concept and visualization. The result is 
effective communication material that was created on location, in the studio or even in the peruvian Amazon.

Through this close collaboration we have learned that every solid concept also needs a targeted and adapted visualization.
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LivABLe  ‘PLATforM’LivABLe  ‘PLATforM’

Livable® platform, a crossroad for research 
and Design Culture.

It empowers a practice-based attitude for 
social change and development. 

By curating a cross discipline approach the 
platform contributes an international network 
for social initiatives by artists, researchers and 
activists.

A process-guided environment allows the 
platform to work with both individuals and 
communities to stimulate relationships 
between people, the environment and society.
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prACTICALprACTICALprACTICAL

Dates & number 
 
The 5-day workshop runs from July 6-10.
Max 12 people, the workshops take place with a minimum 
number of 10 registrations. 
 
Location

in the heart of Ghent we have our own base, where we can 
create in isolation, but also get inspiration and reflect. We 
stay on the grounds of Kapow, (A crossjunction of art and 
social engagement.) There is the possibility to camp at your 
own risk! 

How much does it cost?

Student: € 268 + vAT (€ 56) = € 325
Graduate: € 318 + vAT (€ 67) = € 385

This includes materials, guidance, location and isolation.  

We provide breakfast and coffee-tea every morning! 
not included: Lunch, other drinks, ...

What to bring?

Als mogelijk Laptop/ fototoestel 
snoeischaar, cutter-mes, pen & papier,… 

(Beta) Weekly overview 
 
Monday: Get to know, introduction, location, 
 presentation, concept inspiration  
 / introduction open weave, by Sep verboom

Tuesday:  Brainstorming, research, conceptualization,
 discussion, mood, sketch and idea 
 / visualization Aaron Lapeirre

Wednesday:  elaboration prototype, feedback, Discussion

Thursday:  final materialization + visualization
 
Friday:  finishing, expo-moment, drink!
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r e G i S T r A T i o N  f o r M

Summer ‘Isolation’ workshopweek
BY ‘Livable Platform’ 
6 — 10 JulY 

participant information:
name: ...................................................................  
Address: ..............................................................
(vAT no:) ..............................................................
Date of birth: 
GSM no: ............................................................... 
field of study: .................................................... 
Completed studies:  ........................................ 
 
student: € 268 + vAT (€ 56) = € 325
Graduate: € 318 + vAT (€ 67) = € 385 

 
i confirm the “SMALL PriNT” attached, read and approved.
 
Date:  / / 
Participant’s signature : 
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s M A L L  p r I n T  s M A L L  p r I n T

Organization
The workshop is organized by Livable Platform;
Sep verboom, Zwartezustersstraat 13, 9000 Ghent, Belgium. Be 0568 848 085

Workshop
participants understand the guidance process. The guidance provided can be 
supplemented or changed by the organizers if they deem it necessary in favor of the 
course of the workshop.

Material 
Livable provides basic materials to get started with rattan.
Participants may have their own electronics (Laptop / camera) with legal software 
available during the workshop.

Liability
The organizers cannot be held responsible for any accidents or loss or theft of 
equipment during the workshops. Participants always bear the responsibility 
themselves or must be insured themselves. 
 
Student/ Graduate 
We have provided a special rate for students; 
Students are still studying or have plans to start a creative direction.  
Graduates already have a bachelor / master diploma. 

COVID-19 Measures
The workshops will always and only take place under the permitted conditions 
regarding the corona virus that will be in force on the moment of the workshop. The 
organizers may therefore also be obliged to adjust the workshop at any time meet 
these conditions. If this has consequences for the organization of the workshop, the 
participants will always be informed as soon as possible.

 

Payment
After receiving your registration form, you will receive an invoice from us to pay the 
full sum of the registration fee. The invoice must be paid within 7 days to confirm your 
registration. if we do not receive payment within this period, your place can be made 
available again to other participants. 

Cancellation or change
When a participant cancels his registration, the following refund conditions apply:
- 100% refund: if there is a new participant taking your place
- 75% refund: cancellation more than 1 month before the start of the workshop
- 50% refund: cancellation less than 1 month before the start of the workshop

When the organizers are forced to cancel the workshop, participants will get back the 
full sum of the registration fee paid.

Cancellation can occur if there are not enough participants or in the following 
unforeseen circumstances that affect one or both organizer (s):
- serious injuries or illness at an organizer
-expected death or serious illness of immediate family members of an organizer
-natural disasters or extreme weather conditions that have an impact on the location of 
the workshop disease of endemic or pandemic magnitude 
 
 Governing Law and Competent Jurisdiction
This agreement is governed by Belgian law.
In the event of a dispute and in the absence of an amicable settlement, the dispute will 
be brought before the courts of the judicial district of Ghent, Belgium.


